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With the decline in defense spending over the last decade, the average age of military systems has increased amid 
budget constraints. In today’s aerospace and defense industry, application stability and predictability is essential for 
deployed mission-critical systems, but while program lifecycles continue to grow longer the longevity of electronic 
components used to build COTS cards has become increasingly shorter. This means the business and financial risks 
of a non-proactive stance are growing.

Lowering program risk is more important than ever. 

PROGRAM LIFECYCLES TODAY

HOW TO ADDRESS THESE CHALLENGES
Choosing a partner that will work with you to proactively manage DMS challenges is the most 
important piece to a successful longevity strategy. It allows you to keep a finger on the pulse of 
your program while choosing technology solutions with longevity potential. By doing so, you 
reduce the risks associated with component obsolescence, increase program stability and 
mitigate financial risk. 
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THE CURTISS-WRIGHT COMMITMENT 
At Curtiss-Wright, we continue to participate actively in shaping the regulatory landscape of the defense industry, 
and proactively evolve our DMS services and solutions to help you succeed. We believe in a blended, pre-emptive 
approach to help cost optimize your program costs and provide you with peace of mind. 

To meet the unique demands of our marketplace, Curtiss-Wright provides standard support to all COTS board 
customers and also offers a comprehensive suite of Total LifeCycle Management (TLCM) support designed to 
safeguard your program and mitigate any challenges associated with leveraging COTS technology for long-term, 
mission-critical systems.

By choosing Curtiss-Wright, you’re not only selecting the premier COTS technology partner, you’re also partnering 
with the company who pioneered lifecycle services in this industry.
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360° ACCESS TO YOUR TLCM PORTAL
Curtiss-Wright’s online TLCM web portal provides around the clock access to valuable support documentation 
such as: 

The portal contains all the information you need for quick, easy access at your fingertips. You can 
keep your business informed and prepare for upcoming changes with full visibility. 

Curtiss-Wright’s Total LifeCycle Management (TLCM) provides COTS customers with a comprehensive approach 
to lifecycle management, offering product configuration control, DMS reporting and product longevity under one 
umbrella. TLCM covers programs with current or catalog technology and those with legacy or end-of-life technology 
to provide you with a comprehensive, proactive approach for the entire lifecycle of your program. 

With TLCM, you can reduce your risk, increase control, and deliver a successful program.

TOTAL LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT (TLCM)

Proposed engineering change orders 

Manuals

Early alert notifications 
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FPGA loads 
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Direct Access to Lifecycle Specialists
Our team has decades of experience with lifecycle management and participate actively in industry committees to 
help set compliance standards and regulations. With TLCM, you no longer have to worry about being out of the loop 
or feeling blindsided with EOL notifications.

Can’t find something or have questions about your program lifecycle? Our dedicated support team of lifecycle 
experts are here to help. We see our TLCM team as a true extension of your program, helping you take control with 
a proactive approach to lifecycle services. 

Product Configuration Control
Configuration changes and component obsolescence issues that arise during a product’s volume production phase 
need to be well understood. Program authorities must be able to determine the timing of a lock-down on a specific 
configuration or know when to migrate to an alternative solution. 

Having the ability to approve or reject Curtiss-Wright’s engineering change proposals may be critical to meet specific 
program requirements and to avoid costly re-qualification activities. TLCM provides clients with control over a 
product’s configuration, including the authority to approve or reject all Major (Class I) and Minor (Class II) Engineering 
Change Orders (ECOs) that are proposed by Curtiss-Wright during the contracted service period.

Real Time DMS Reporting 
At Curtiss-Wright, we recognize the lifecycle of electronic components can be unpredictable, despite our best efforts 
in component and vendor selection. TLCM includes regular bill of materials (BOM) health analysis reports that detail 
current and predicted component obsolescence (at the integrated circuit, or IC level), component last time buy 
(LTB) information, and identifies risk mitigation strategies. In between reports, upon receipt of a supplier Product 
Discontinuation Notice (PDN), Curtiss-Wright’s engineering community generates a ‘Material Status Change Notice’, 
which is linked in the Document Center of the TLCM web portal. Our Early Alert program allows customers to be 
apprised of component lifecycle events as they occur.  
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Last Time Buy Priority 
Choosing a partner that will work with you to proactively manage DMS challenges is key to program longevity. 
Curtiss-Wright’s product marketing, program management, sales representatives and TLCM specialists all contribute 
to product forecasts. In the event of a lifetime buy, component inventories are finite. TLCM customers are first to 
receive notification via the Early Alert process and Curtiss-Wright’s decision to perform a lifetime buy via the TLCM 
web portal. This gives TLCM customers advance opportunity to secure and protect components in the event of a 
lifetime buy decision.

Test Infrastructure and Expertise  
Curtiss-Wright ensures manufacturing and test expertise continues to be readily available to support legacy and end 
of life product. Curtiss-Wright makes the necessary investments to maintain required test hardware (functional ATP) 
and a reliable test infrastructure. 
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On Site Component Storage   
Curtiss-Wright’s expansive warehouse houses a separate location for customer-owned inventory, taking the 
responsibility of maintaining and storing components off your hands. Dedicated warehouse staff manage and 
maintain parts in this secure location to ensure expedient builds and repairs. 

Product Longevity Solutions  
A comprehensive lifecycle management strategy is the key to safeguard programs and mitigate the challenges 
associated with leveraging COTS technology for long-term mission-critical systems. At Curtiss-Wright, product 
longevity begins in the concept phase, from technology solutions to component and vendor selection. This continues 
during the active phase of a product with alternative component replacements and product redesigns, and extends 
to TLCM Longevity for long-term builds and repairs. Curtiss-Wright remains a committed technology COTS partner 
through the maturing lifecycle of a product and works with your team to help defer technology insertion costs and 
lower the total cost of ownership. 

This proactive, extended approach is why we have been able to help protect programs well over twenty years and 
counting. 

STANDARD SUPPORT 
TLCM is a proactive package for customers with control, DMS, and longevity needs. However with the purchase of 
any COTS product, Curtiss-Wright offers standard support, which includes:  

• A partner certified to AS9100D 

• 12-month product warranty

• AS5553 & AS6174 compliance

• Engineering Change Orders (ECO) enhancements

• Access to software/firmware upgrades 

• Product bulletins for key industry obsolescence events

• The opportunity to work with a contributing member of GIDEP  

• Broker by Approval (pre-approval over the  use of non-franchise parts prior to manufacture)

• 24/7 TLCM Portal Access

 + Manuals 

 + Software downloads 

 + Firmware updates 

 + Pinout configurator utilities 

 + FPGA loads 

Please see our Standard Support documentation 
for more information. 
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